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House built on sand chameleon

Walk into Michael Bloomberg's office - a work space designed for random exposure and random creativity. To understand how it works, you must see how it looks: the area near, the best equipment, the elevator stops only on one floor. For food ... it's free! Plan the pandemonium sideswipes
you as you step by the lift. The space at 499 Park Avenue is home to Michael Bloomberg's $650 million media empire, Bloomberg L.P., rocked like the Times Square subway station during peak hours. People are swarming through technology-crammed spaces, their faces rapt with
deadlines. Grab something to eat, shout the young guys behind the reception, pick up a phone to each ear and gesturing toward what looks like a shopping mall food court in the middle of the reception area. It's all free. Bloomberg made its own reality from behind a small table in the news
room, just metres away, with just a glass window to separate. Like everyone else in this place, he wears photo IDs around his neck, big names, small last names - programmed for easy identification and instant chat. This place is great, isn't it? he asked, not bothering to wait for an answer. It
may seem chaotic, but everything that happens here is carefully planned. Like an explosion. The 53-year-old businessman has never been one to play by other people's rules, and nothing better illustrates his contempt for the conventional wisdom of the more than 50,000-square-foot office
he installed on the 11th floor through 17th. This design is his answer to his current fascity with virtual office. Bloomberg won't have the hype that adman Jay Chiat and others return to 21st century workplaces - a sleek, silent future where employees just walk a few steps to their full activist
office, blissfully telecommute, and have meetings in deep cyberspace. Bloomberg's vision of future offices combines the latest technology, but that's where the similarities end. And even that's taken on a completely different purpose. Instead of streamlining silence, the former stockbroker
who created his now legendary desktop terminal in 1981 with a $20 million settlement from Salomon Brothers (They kicked me out on my ass, he said with a smile) believed in noise and disaster. His theory is simple: shove a lot of highly paid young upstarts (2,200 employees, average age
31) together in a small space for hours, give them the best equipment possible, and you'll get magic. What I'm selling is information, he said. The best way to make it faster than anyone else is to create a continuous creative environment. You must turn on the volume, make everyone a
Uncomfortable. With that formula as a guide, Bloomberg's space is part of the Wall Street trading room, part news room, part emporium, all permanent motion. For a start, the lift opened on only one of the six floors he rented - the middle one. The idea is simple: every morning, every
evening, everyone has to go through the same door to get in and out of work. There will be interaction. Interaction creates information sharing. Sharing information will create new and better coverage. That's how you build an empire. Running up the spine of the space, connecting the
Bloomberg floor, is a spiral staircase. But what looks like a staircase is actually an upright meeting room. Bloombergers, passing on the stairs, clearly visible nametags, are apt to stop and compare notes before going out in the opposite direction. Transfer more information. Then there's the
food district. Located by the colorful tropical fish aquarium, the mini shopping mall offers everything from soda to fresh fruit, cereals to candy bars. Bloomberg's design purpose? I want everyone to be well nurtured and satisfied. I wish they could grab a cup of coffee with a colleague and
hash everything out, he said. But most of all I want them to stay here. I don't want them to go. This 2,800-square-foot news room has an international news service as well as radio and television networks. The average working space per employee is about 4-square feet - a squeeze
purposefully. I love seeing people brimming with ideas, above all the guy next to them, Bloomberg said. In one corner, a pair of TV anchors control their own camera from a console in their front desk. Across the room, a radio reporter used an audio-lowering microphone to interview stock
analysts sitting next to him; the reporter then programmed the segment directly to the computer for broadcast an hour later. Newt Gingrich barely caused a stir as he walked through the room, headed for a studio interview with Charlie Rose, whose TV talk show originated from a glass booth
in the crammed technology broadcast space. Admittedly, Bloomberg's wild kingdom is not a prototype that other businesses should monkey. But that's just the point. Strategically savvy planners of changes in their offices should take note: don't be seduced by other people's solutions or by
the latest conventional wisdom. Creating an office that will express the spirit of your business is not as simple a problem as copying Jay Chiat's virtual quiet area or Bloomberg's raucous boombox. In the age of mass customization, the secret to workplace design is to customize your own



space. First think through the exact nature of your own business. How do you expect your people to do their jobs differently? Which design will capture that difference, contribute to it and take advantage of it? Then don't be afraid to break ranks and design a one-of-a-space work space that
will make it easier for your people to get things done. Nancy Hass has about the media for The New York Times Magazine, Newsweek, and The Economist. She teaches journalism at New York University. Back in The 2nd World War when there were rations my grandparents made a secret
room In there was home to hide mostly sugar but also other foods that were rationed so they could have more of that food. When they buy food the seller will always make an exception for them and sell them as much as they want and so they will hide it there so that when the people check
on them it will be hidden they are never caught it has been hidden so well. A door leads into a room next to the refuge. Right around the corner of the roof Space between the wall and the roofCrawl the space between the wall and the roofCrawl must come along and there is a secret room
where they hide ration foodThe outer wall is a foot and a thick half leads to a room in the middle of a wall in the middle of a room that is like 6 feet thick Hi everyone , I'm not the handiest of people, even with the greatest stretch of your imagination, I have no build-up. Thanks to others for
creating instructables, I've built a chook pen for my two girls!! It's not exactly beautiful, but it's weather proof, evidence and the girls seem to like it. It is made mainly of recycled materials. The guy at the builder's tip thinks I'm a complete looney, but I tend to think comments are blown out of
the water by the end result (my chook pen) Please ask any questions (I'll do my best to answer) or leave comments. Cheers, Jaydee A house construction stick is a wooden frame house built on a piece of site built piece by piece (or stick with sticks). It describes the process or how a house
was built. Manufacturing, modules, and pre-processing houses are not classified as construction bars, because they are made mainly in factories, shipped to the site, and then assembled. A custom house and a house made according to stock building plans can both be built with sticks, as
long as they are built board-by-board on land where they will remain. Stick-build' describes the method of construction and not the design. Other names for houses built with sticks include site construction, hard construction and spot. The spot is Latin for on-the-spot or on-site. It can be
pronounced in several ways, including in SIT-oo, in SITCH-oo, and most accurately in SEYE-too. Because commercial architecture is usually not made of wooden sticks, Latin spot is often used to describe a process of building commercial property or, more often, producing building
materials on site. For example, concrete in place means concrete cast in place.. That is, concrete is molded and cured (i.e. cast) on the construction, as opposed to pre-molded concrete (for example, columns or beams are carried out in a factory and transported to the construction site).
One of the green methods used The 2012 London Summer Olympic Games is to provide a mixing plant in place, a supplier of low-carbon concrete to all Olympic Park builders. Concrete is mixed and poured in place. The on-site construction method is said to be more environmentally
friendly. The main reason behind this belief is to reduce the harmful effects of transporting beams after beams and docks after the pier. A common perception is that home building bars are better built, longer lasting, and have a better reselling value than pre-minted homes or modules. This
perception may or may not be true. Comparison depends on the quality of the product produced compared to the workman or carpenter's workman. The big advantage for home builders is control. Contractors are commanders of materials and how they are assembled. Similarly,
homeowners also have certain administrative rights because they can oversee the construction of each piece of their investment when it is built on site. Cons: Common perceptions against home construction bars involve time and money – that is, home construction bars take longer to build
and they cost more than off-site building pieces and simply assemble in place. Competitors also argue that the constant construction flow to and from the construction site makes the bar construction process less than a green building environment. These perceptions may or may not be true.
Bar construction is a traditional method that is being challenged by marketers of modular and pre-molded methods. American Custom Builders, an independent modular builder in Defiance, Ohio, describes why a pre-built system better than a bar built for these reasons: Stick building houses
have no controlled environment as a plant does - building outdoors in humidity and water can damage wood and cause delays. They say: A bar builder can not control the weather .... Our homes are all built indoors in a temperature-controlled environment. Carpenter frames can take short
cuts you'll never know about. They say: With An All American Home they use jigs to ensure the walls are straight and square. Stick-building houses take three times longer to build than pre-built homes. They said: When the house is delivered, we will have it in aprox. Nine hours. Homes built
off-site are less expensive. They said: Will match our bid against him, any day! In situ architecture is a structure designed for a specific place, a specific environment, and a known site. On-site houses can be built on site, but that doesn't mean the building is architecturally designed for that
land. Portland, Oregon architect Jeff Stern seeks to create architecture that's site-specific.... to capture the experience of a particular place; Facial light how falling, and the rise and fall of the earth... maintaining and creating strong perspectives, maximizing daylight and nature and often
create a better place than when we started. The name of his architectural firm is In Situ Architecture. Architecture.
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